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The target of the publication is to present the authors’ methodology of digital structural-lithological modeling
(DSLM) for sedimentary formations geological objects. The actuality of the problem is connected with the need
to raise the efficiency of human geological activity by means of modern information technologies implement-
ing. In our interpretation DSLM is a virtual (computer) 3D versatile reflection of geological object, containing
it’s structural and qualitative characteristics. The object of modeling may be formational subdivisions, i.e. geo-
logical bodies of different hierarchical ranges (formation, suite, bed etc.), certain volumes of rocks massif. The
subject of modeling may be any elements of the object, being subjected to geometrisation (and representing cer-
tain qualitative characteristics): mineral bodies, lithofacies, facies, zones, possessing certain functional properties
– geochemical, physic-mechanical etc.; or reflecting certain states of geological environment (stress-strain state),
structural-dynamic characteristics (potency to solid fluids movement – galokinesis, mud volcanism), and, finally,
zones of superimposed processes spread – as natural (catagenesis, metamorphism, hydrothermal impact) as techno-
genic (chemical, heat, dynamic) influences.
Nowadays in the area of Earth sciences the development of 3D Modeling is in progress. However, the DSLM
methodology possesses the advantage of detailed theoretic ground, author’s principles of objects structural subdi-
vision and author’s principles of computer processing (Khrushchov, Lobasov, 2006, etc.).
As a result of our interdepartmental working group investigations (2004-2015) a series of DSLM have been de-
veloped. There exist models of small, middle and large scales (regional, zonal and local objects). The examples of
DSLM (experimental and by now implemented patterns) characterizing different formational and structural types
of geological objects, being of interest from the point of view of mineral resources, underground construction and
human made ecological problems, are presented.
For salt formation three tectonic styles have been under consideration: bedded, diapiric and folded block ones.
The modeling was realized considering concrete practical interests: prognosis of potassium and magnesium salts;
information support for exploitation of potassium and magnesium salts, rock salt deposits, as well as R&D, con-
nected with underground storages construction; the same – for ecological problems solution (the management of
degraded territories of salt industries activity).
Three groups of placer ore deposits have been submitted modeling: titanium-zirconium (with rare-metals mineral-
ization), gold bearing and cassiterite-columbite. DSLM of local scales are intended for promising objects detailed
exploration and exploitation information support, zonal scales models – for placer deposits prognosis.
The DSLM of technogenic-geological objects (superficial storages of hazardous waste and mining tailings) also
have been developed.
In the course of DSLM exploitation two groups of derivatives (visualizations) are obtained: cartographic (plane
horizontal – maps, vertical – columns, sections; block-diagrams) and calculative (calculations of resources – re-
serves, different correlations etc.).
The prospects of DSLM methodology farther development are defined. This methodology may be easily modified
for any types of sedimentary formations and mineral resources connected with them. The methodology of target
complex ecology-mining-geological models, aimed at information support for different directions of natural ge-
ological environment use and protection is in development (Khrushchov, Lobasov, Remezova et.al., 2015). The
approaches of DSLM may be applied for regional modeling of sedimentary cover (Khrushchov, 2015).


